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Thermal runaways can have a significant impact on the performance and normal operation of reaction
processes, causing safety issues and financial loss, which hinder the intensification of such processes.
More specifically, a control system that does not possess proper detection mechanisms of the boundary
of stability will by necessity be overly conservative. This leads to poorer performance and the inability to
intensify the process, i.e. to reduce process times for example and also to achieve higher yields.
For the intensification of batch processes a stability criterion, based on the divergence criterion, is pre-
sented. The derivation of the stability criterion and a comparison to the original divergence criterion is
shown for several batch reactions. It is shown that the stability criterion classifies the system behaviour
more reliably for the case studies considered. This stability criterion is embedded in Model Predictive
Control, which is a novel control scheme. This scheme allows the controlled increase of the reaction tem-
perature while keeping the processes in a stable region, hence reducing the risk of thermal runaways.
This control system enables batch processes to achieve a target conversion in a reduced completion time
of reaction and an intensification of batch processes.
 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
The reaction temperature for exothermic batch processes is
evaluated from the point of view of the thermal and chemicalstability, as well as reaction safety. The chemical stability tempera-
ture Tchem sets boundaries for the chemical consumption of reac-
tants and production of large amounts of unwanted side products
in reactors. The thermal stability of batch processes will be evalu-
ated with given reaction kinetics, energy andmass balances, as well
as cooling intensity and reactor parameters. In most exothermic
Fig. 1. Schematic of temperature and conversion profiles for batch reactions with
(blue lines) and without (red lines) set point changes in temperature. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
Nomenclature
J Jacobian matrix [–]
M matrix of coefficients for linear differential equation [–]
DHr enthalpy of reaction [kJ mol
1]
tol ODE solver tolerance [–]
c Arrhenius number [–]
K Lyapunov exponent [s1]
k thermal conductivity [Wm1 K1]
A½ ; B½ ; C½ 
concentration of components A, B, and C [kmol m3]
E divergence estimate at boundary of stability [s1]
K stability criterion [s1]
l viscosity [Pa s]
U objective function for Model Predictive Control [K2 s]
q;qC density of reactor contents and coolant, respectively
[kg m3]
sI integral constant for PI control [K s2 m3 ]
e small perturbation [–]
A heat transfer area [m2]
B dimensionless adiabatic temperature rise [–]
Cp; CpC heat capacity of reaction mixture and coolant, respec-
tively [kJ kg1 K1]
Da Damköhler number [–]
Ea activation energy [J mol
1]
h equations for physical properties of reaction mixture [–]
i current time step [–]
Jjl Jacobian matrix entry (row j, column l) [–]
k0 reaction rate constant ½ðm3 kmol1Þ
n1
s1
Kp proportional constant for PI control [m3 s1 K1]
mB; mDa; mc; mSt coefficients for stability function K [–]
N number of differential equations [–]
n reaction order with respect to component A [–]
qC coolant flow rate [m3 s1]
Qgen heat generated by reaction [W]
R universal molar gas constant [J mol1 K1]
r reaction rate [kmol m3 s1]
St Stanton number [–]
t time [s]
t0 dummy variable for integration [s]
Tchem temperature of chemical stability boundary [K]
TR; TC ; Tsp
temperature of reactor contents, coolant and reaction
set point, respectively [K]
U heat transfer coefficient [W m2 K1]
V ; VC volume of reactor and cooling jacket, respectively [m3]
x differential variable [–]
XA conversion of component A [–]
yj; yj; y^j mass fraction, mole fraction and volume fraction of
component j, respectively [–]
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(Westerterp and Molga, 2006).
In batch reactions the reactor temperature TR is usually con-
trolled by Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) or Proportional-
Integral (PI) control during the whole process (Stephanopoulos,
1984; Winde, 2009). Depending on the heat generation the PID/
PI controller regulates the coolant flow to keep a constant reaction
temperature. As the reaction proceeds, more reactants are con-
sumed and therefore the heat generation decreases.
The chemical reaction can be intensified by increasing the tem-
perature during the reaction. This leads to a faster completion time
for the reaction, at which the required conversion, e.g.
XA;end ¼ 0:95, is achieved. A higher temperature throughout a reac-
tion process leads to a faster reaction, making the time required to
reach the target conversion smaller. This in turn means that, for the
notation used in Fig. 1, t1 < t2, since the temperature for process 1
is increased continuously. The chemical stability boundary of
Tchem ¼ 425 K must not be surpassed in order to reduce side pro-
duct formation. The process intensification for batch reactions is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. The lines shown in Fig. 1 are for
illustration purposes and have no relation to the processes consid-
ered in the following sections.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a more advanced control sys-
tem, capable of considering system bounds (Rawlings and Mayne,
2015). This type of control system is successfully used in industry
for many applications (Mayne, 2014). The thermal stability of a
process can therefore be connected to MPC to achieve higher sta-
bility for the reaction.
The inclusion of a stability criterion was carried out in Rossi
et al. (2015) in a slightly different way: an algorithm was found
which determines when the system is in a stable regime, giving
rise to a Boolean variable which switches according to the state
of the system. This Boolean variable hence ‘activates’ an additional
term within the objective function, therefore penalising the control
if the system drifts into an unstable regime. The function definingthis Boolean variable depends on the system under consideration.
This approach can potentially lead to badly scaled problems. A sim-
ilar approach was tested in this work for the stability criterion K: it
was found that tuning the scaling requires a lot of trial and error. In
this work this problem does not exist, since the stability criterion is
added as a nonlinear constraint.
This work introduces a suitably modified stability criterion in a
totally novel way, such that it can be integrated in Model Predic-
tive Control algorithms in a seamless manner. Case studies demon-
strate the validity of the approach and the enhanced performance
gained over more traditional PID control systems and MPC algo-
rithms without such embedded stability criteria.
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 simulation of exothermic batch reactors as a basis for MPC
 investigation of suitable methods to evaluate stability for the
application to MPC
 definition of a function for the thermal stability in batch
reactors
 implementation of this function in MPC
2. Simulation of batch processes
In the model used for the subsequent simulations of batch pro-
cesses, exothermic and irreversible reactions of order n ¼ 1 to
n ¼ 3 are analysed
Aþ B! C ð2:1Þ
The model of the batch processes is based on differential equa-
tions for mass and energy balances. The reaction kinetics mainly
consider component A with a reaction order n, which are assumed
to follow the Arrhenius equation (Davis and Davis, 2003). Examples
of reactions with this kinetic scheme are polycondensation reac-
tions, e.g. of dicarboxylic acid and diols, or the addition reaction
for the synthesis of ethylene glycol from ethylene oxide and water.
A diagram of the batch reactor system including PI control is shown
in Fig. 2.
The mass balance for each component is given by:
d A½ 
dt
¼ r A½ ; TRð Þ ð2:2Þ
d B½ 
dt
¼ r A½ ; TRð Þ ð2:3Þ
d C½ 
dt
¼ þr A½ ; TRð Þ ð2:4Þ
r A½ ; TRð Þ ¼ k0 A½ n exp  EaRTR
 
ð2:5ÞFig. 2. Diagram of batch reactor with cwhere n is the order of reaction with respect to component A. The
energy balance for the reactor contents are given by:
d
dt
V qCp TR
  ¼ r A½ ; TRð Þ DHrð ÞV  UA TR  TCð Þ ð2:6Þ
The energy balance for the cooling jacket is given by:
d
dt
VC qC CpC TC
  ¼ qC qC CpC TC;in  TC þ UA TR  TCð Þ ð2:7Þ
The heat generation due to the stirrer is assumed to be 10
W m3, which is ignored due to the small value compared to the
other terms in the energy balances. This is the case due to the
low viscosity of the reaction mixture, whichmainly contains water.
For reaction mixtures with a higher viscosity, the heat generated
by the stirrer cannot be neglected.
The physical properties of components A, B and C used in the
simulations are shown in Table 1.
The changes in density, viscosity and heat capacity of the reac-
tion mixture with changing temperature and composition are
approximated in the simulation. Depending on the composition
the following equations are used to estimate the physical proper-
ties of the reaction mixture:
1
q
¼
X
j
yj=qj ð2:8Þ
lnl ¼
X
j
yj lnlj ð2:9Þ
Cp ¼
X
j
yj Cpj ð2:10Þ
k ¼
X
j
y^j kj ð2:11Þ
where yj is the mass fraction, yj is the molar fraction, and y^j is the
volume fraction of component j. These equations are obtained from
Hirschfelder et al. (1955),Teja (1983) and Green and Perry (2008).ooling jacket used for simulations.
Table 2
Process parameters for batch reactor simulations.
Parameter V [m3] Vc [m3] A [m3] TC; in [K] Ea=R [K] qc;max [m
3 s1]
Value 16 1:2 30:7 300 9525 0:037
Table 3
Parameters for PI controller used in case studies.
Parameter Value
Proportional (P), Kp 10 m3 s1 K1
Integral (I), sI 1000 K s2 m3
Table 4
Reaction data for processes P1—P5.
Process k0 ½ðm3 kmol1Þ
n1
s1 n DHr ½kJ mol1 A½ 0 ½kmol m3
P1 2:76 106 1:0 75:0 13:0
P2 7:65 105 1:5 75:0 13:0
P3 2:12 105 2:0 75:0 13:0
P4 5:89 104 2:5 75:0 13:0
P5 3:06 104 3:0 75:0 13:0
Table 1
Physical constants for each component considered in batch processes.
Component q [kg m3] l [Pa s] Cp [kJ kg1 K1] k [W m1 K1]
A 590 1:0 104 1:10 0:30
B 937 2:3 104 4:20 0:69
C 1013 5:0 104 2:40 0:35
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relationships for liquid mixtures is very difficult. Hence, for the
change in temperature linear interpolation of tabulated physical
properties for water, ethylene oxide and ethylene glycol, compo-
nents A, B and C respectively, are used. The temperature depen-
dence of the above parameters is obtained from Dever et al.
(2004), Crittenden et al. (2012) and Bohne et al. (2010).
The heat transfer coefficient U of the reaction mixture to the
cooling jacket is evaluated from the properties of the reaction mix-
ture and the coolant, as well as the flow rate of coolant (Sinnot,
2005). The remaining process parameters are given in Table 2.
In the first set of case studies the reaction order with respect to
reagent A and the enthalpy of reaction are varied. The batch reactor
temperature is controlled by varying the cooling water flow rate qC
with a PI controller. The equation of the PI controller used is given
by the following equation:
qC tð Þ ¼ Kp TR tð Þ  Tsp tð Þ
 þ 1
sI
Z t
t0
TR t0ð Þ  Tsp t0ð Þ
 
dt0 ð2:12Þ
where Kp is the proportional parameter, sI is the integral parameter,
Tsp tð Þ is the set point temperature at time t and t0 is a dummyvariable.
The tuning parameters of the PI controller used are not of major
importance for the processes considered. The main point of the PI
controller is to give relatively quick response to temperature set
point changes. Hence it is not necessary to have a perfectly tuned
PI controller. It is of greater importance in this work to see where
the system becomes unstable. To achieve such a behaviour the tun-
ing coefficients were obtained by trial and error. The parameters of
the PI controller used are given in Table 3.
All simulations shown in this paper were carried out on an HP
EliteDesk 800 G2 Desktop Mini PC with an Intel Core™
i5-65,000 processor, with operating system Windows 7 Enterprise.The system dynamics were simulated using ode15s (Shampine
et al., 1999) within MATLAB™. MATLAB™ was used due to its sim-
plicity of developing code. If the computational time for each iter-
ation needs further improvement, more efficient programming
languages as C, C++ and FORTRAN can potentially be used.
The first set of case studies considers processes P1—P5. The reac-
tion data for these processes are given in Table 4.
The temperature profiles for processes P1—P5 are shown in
Fig. 3. After some time the first increase in temperature occurs.
This increase in temperature is caused by a reduction of cooling
water controlled by a PI controller. After this increase in intensifi-
cation of the reaction, more coolant is required by the PI controller
in order to keep the reaction temperature constant. At this point
processes P1—P5 are still stable.
A further increase in set point temperature leads to an uncon-
trollable increase in reactor temperature. The cooling capacity is
not enough to remove the heat generated by each reaction. There-
fore processes P1—P5 are now unstable.
The process parameters for the boundary of instability were
also determined for processes P6—P15. The reaction data for these
processes are shown in Table 5.
For processes P6—P15 the temperature is also controlled by the
PI controller with parameters given in Table 3. The temperature
for these processes follows a similar profile with an initially stable
region which becomes unstable with an increase in set point
temperature.
The evaluated process parameters for the transition to instabil-
ity in the above processes are the foundation for the classification
and determination of the thermal stability of batch reactions.3. Analysis of stability criteria
The subject of thermal stability was first introduced in the the-
ory of heat explosions (Semenov, 1940), which set the theoretical
foundation. The introduction of more factors as the extent of heat
generation and cooling intensity were introduced by Barkelew
(1959), which enabled the evaluation of thermal stability for engi-
neering purposes. These analyses were restricted to steady states,
which makes them unfeasible for an implementation with
advanced control systems.
Lyapunov exponents were used by Strozzi and Zaldívar (1994)
for the determination of process stability in nonlinear dynamic
systems. In this analysis every system variable considered has a
Lyapunov exponent K associated with it. The value of K shows
how sensitive the respective variable is to an initial perturbation
e. For the reaction temperature TR the exponent is calculated by
the following equation (Melcher, 2003):
exp K TRjt0
 
 t
 
¼
jTR t; TRjt0
 
 TR t; eþ TRjt0
 
e
ð3:1Þ
Fig. 3. Temperature profiles of processes P1—P5, the parameters of which are given in Table 4.
Table 5
Reaction data for processes P6—P15.
Process k0 ½ðm3 kmol1Þ
n1
s1 n DrH ½kJ mol1 A½ 0 ½kmol m3
P6 2:76 106 1:0 130:0 8:0
P7 9:76 105 1:5 110:0 8:0
P8 3:45 105 2:0 90:0 8:0
P9 1:22 105 2:5 75:0 8:0
P10 4:31 104 3:0 70:0 8:0
P11 2:76 106 1:0 75:0 8:0
P12 2:76 106 1:0 75:0 9:0
P13 2:76 106 1:0 75:0 11:0
P14 2:76 106 1:0 75:0 13:0
P15 2:76 106 1:0 75:0 15:0
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 
with time
gives information about the stability of the process at point t0. If
the exponent value is negative, the perturbed and unperturbed
profiles converge. If the value for K TRjt0
 
becomes positive, an
unstable process is present at time t0.
After taking logarithms on both sides, the following expression
is obtained:
K TRjt0
 
¼ 1
t
ln
jTR t; TRjt0
 
 TR t; eþ TRjt0
 
e
¼ lim
t!1
1
t
ln
dTR t; TRjt0
 
dTR;0

 ð3:2Þ
The Lyapunov exponent K TRjt0
 
therefore gives information about
the stability at point t0 only, which depends on how large the value
of t becomes. In practice it is not possible to simulate the system
until t !1, and hence a local Lyapunov is evaluated instead, for
which t ! tf where tf is the final time, set to be very large. It is
noted, that as t !1, the Lyapunov exponent value tends towards
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian.
In order to not miss a thermal runaway, the Lyapunov exponent
at time t0 has to be checked for many values of tf . Otherwise the
thermal runaway can potentially be overlooked and a stable reac-
tion is assumed. Therefore a lot of simulations are required to scanfor instability, which leads to a high computational cost. For this
reason the Lyapunov exponent method is ruled out as an efficient
stability criterion for the integration with MPC.
The divergence criterion, which is based on Liouville’s theorem
(Arnold, 1973), can be used for the analysis of stability for linear
systems. Consider the following linear differential equation:
_x ¼ Mx ð3:3Þ
For this system the divergence criterion is given by:
divM½  ¼ trM½  < 0 ð3:4Þ
Here trM½  is the trace of matrixM, which is the sum of all diag-
onal elements inM. The system present in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.7) is stable
when the divergence is negative (Strozzi and Zaldívar, 1999).
According to Strozzi and Zaldívar (1999) the change from a stable
to an unstable system occurs at a sign change of the divergence.
This criterion does not require as many evaluations as the Lya-
punov exponent and therefore promises to be a more practical
measure of stability, which can be connected with MPC.
For nonlinear systems, a linear approximation can be made by
using a Taylor expansion. Consider a set of differential equations:
_x1 ¼ f 1 x; tð Þ ð3:5Þ
_x2 ¼ f 2 x; tð Þ ð3:6Þ
..
. ..
. ..
.
_xN ¼ f N x; tð Þ
where N is the number of differential variables _x.
This leads to the following linear approximation:
_x ¼ Jx ð3:8Þ
where J is the Jacobian matrix including all first order derivatives.
The entry at row j and column l; Jjl, is evaluated by the following
expression:
Jjl ¼
@f j
@xl
ð3:9Þ
The trace elements of the Jacobian matrix, which are the diago-
nal entries of J, for the system given in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.7) are therefore
given by:
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@ _A
h i
@ A½  ¼ nk0 exp
Ea
RTR
 
A½ n1 ð3:10Þ
J22 ¼
@ _B
h i
@ B½  ¼ 0 ð3:11Þ
J33 ¼
@ _C
h i
@ C½  ¼ 0 ð3:12Þ
J44 ¼
@ _TR
@TR
¼ 1
qCpV
k0EaV DHrð Þ
RT2R
exp
Ea
RTR
 
A½ n  UA
 !
ð3:13Þ
J55 ¼
@ _TC
@TC
¼ 1
qCCpCVC
qC CpC qC þ UA
  ð3:14Þ
According to Copelli et al. (2014) and Bosch et al. (2004), the
main contributing factors for a thermal runaway are only those
variables which occur in the heat generation Qgen in the reactor
energy balance. In this case study this is represented by the follow-
ing expressions:
Qgen ¼ k0 exp
Ea
RTR
 
A½ n DHrð ÞV ð3:15Þ
Therefore, the state variables of interest are A½  and TR, as these
are the contributors for the heat generated by the exothermic reac-
tion. The cooling jacket temperature TC will always give a negative
contribution for the divergence, as can be seen in the expression
for J55 in Eq. (3.14). The coolant temperature, as well as the concen-
trations of components B and C also do not appear in Eq. (3.15).
Therefore the terms J22; J33 and J55 are to be omitted for the diver-
gence calculation, as given in Bosch et al. (2004) and Copelli et al.
(2014). For this reason the following equation will be used to evalu-
ate the divergence:
div J½  ¼ J11 þ J44 ) div J½  ¼ nk0 exp
Ea
RTR
 
A½ n1
þ 1
qCpV
k0EaV DHrð Þ
RT2R
exp
Ea
RTR
 
A½ n  UA
 !
ð3:16ÞFig. 4. Divergence profilesThe divergence profiles for processes P1—P5 are shown in Fig. 4.
The divergence initially decreases with time due to the reduc-
tion in concentration of component A with time, and therefore a
reduction in heat generated. The divergence increases after the
first step change in the set point temperature occurs due to an
increase in temperature. After the step change the divergence
starts decreasing again as the concentration of reagent A decreases.
Processes P1—P5 are still stable after their respective first increase
in set point temperature.
A second increase in temperature set point leads to thermal
runaways for each of the processes mentioned. As can be seen in
Fig. 4 the divergence profiles all increase due to the uncontrolled
increase in reactor temperature. After the second increase in set
point temperature processes P1—P5 are unstable, since the temper-
ature is running away.
The function div J½  for processes P6—P15 follows a similar profile
as processes P1—P5. The values of the divergence of the Jacobian
matrix at the boundary of instability for processes P1—P15 are given
in Table 6.
Each individual component of the diagonal in the Jacobian
matrix contributes towards the divergence. Every derivative in
the Jacobian matrix is effectively a sensitivity with respect to each
variable. Batch processes are not at steady state, therefore sensitiv-
ities are not zero. The sensitivity with respect to temperature turns
out to be the largest in value, as well as positive, making the overall
divergence positive. This is the case for most batch reaction pro-
cesses, making the divergence criterion unsuitable as a stability
criterion.
The values of the divergence criterion, as shown in Fig. 4, are of
the order of 103. This is not due to numerical effects of the ODE
solver employed, since the divergence is evaluated with algebraic
expressions (Eq. (3.16).
To prove this point, a sensitivity analysis of process P5 is carried
out with varying tolerances for the ODE solver employed. The tol-
erances tol used, from lowest to highest accuracy, are
tol ¼ 104; 106; 108; 5 109; 2:5 109. The simulation using
the highest accuracy, namely tol ¼ 2:5 109, is used as the refer-
ence. The error with respect to the reference trajectory is plotted
on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 5.for processes P1—P5.
Fig. 5. Logarithmic plot of error profiles for each sensitivity setting.
Table 6
Summary of divergence values at the boundary of instability for processes P1—P15.
Process div J½ /103 ½s1 Process div J½ /103 ½s1 Process div J½ /103 ½s1
P1 3:15 P6 3:20 P11 2:78
P2 3:25 P7 3:53 P12 2:61
P3 3:22 P8 3:65 P13 2:59
P4 3:30 P9 3:79 P14 2:56
P5 3:50 P10 3:80 P15 2:52
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107. As the process becomes unstable, each tolerance used results
in an error of 105 which is approximately 1% of typical divergence
values obtained. Hence the ODE tolerance settings do not cause the
divergence to be positive for stable processes, but the nature of
batch processes, where there is no steady state, causes the diver-
gence to be in the positive region.
The tolerance setting used throughout all simulations is
tol ¼ 108. As can be seen from Fig. 5 the error for the divergence
obtained before loss of stability is approximately 108—109.
Hence, the numerical effects due to the ODE solver used do not
cause the divergence to be positive during stable operation.
The above simulations show the following results:
 the divergence can have positive values for stable batch
processes
 the loss of stability does not occur at div J½  ¼ 0
 the value of the divergence increases more drastically for unsta-
ble processes.
The values of the divergence do not enable to make quantitative
conclusions about the stability of the system. Hence a new
criterion is required for this purpose.
4. Function for stability criterion in batch reactors
4.1. Theory
The stability criterion K is introduced to define the boundaries
of instability for exothermic batch reactions. This new function
corrects the divergence of the Jacobian to obtain a clear statementabout the system’s stability. The stable region of a process is
defined by:
K 6 0 ð4:1Þ
The significance of K ¼ 0 is that the system is on a limit cycle
and therefore on the boundary of instability. The unstable region
of a process is defined by:
K > 0 ð4:2Þ
As discussed in Section 3, the divergence can be positive for
stable batch processes. Hence the stability criterion K is connected
to the divergence by the following equation:
K ¼ div J½   Ej j ð4:3Þ
The estimate function E approximates the divergence value for
the batch process on the boundary of instability. Since the diver-
gence increases much more rapidly, once the system is unstable,
the value of div J½  will increase further than E and hence a positive
value for K is obtained. The stability of the system is evaluated at
iteration ‘i’, which is given by:
K ið Þ ¼ div J½  ið Þ  E ið Þ  ð4:4Þ
where
E ið Þ ¼ f div J½  i1ð Þ
 
ð4:5Þ
In order to determine if an unstable process is present, the sys-
tem is simulated for 1000 s under full cooling capacity for varying
parameters. The process is identified as unstable if the curvature of
the temperature profile at the final time is positive, or the temper-
ature is greater than 10 K from the initial temperature.
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gence of the Jacobian for the system in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.7) is first given
in terms of non-dimensional variables:
div J½  ¼ 1
tref
Da exp cð Þ Bc nð Þ  Stð Þ ð4:6Þ
where
B ¼ DHrð Þ A½ 
qCpTR
ð4:7Þ
Da ¼ k0 A½ n1 t ð4:8Þ
c ¼ Ea
RTR
ð4:9Þ
St ¼ UA
qCpV
t ð4:10Þ
where B is a dimensionless adiabatic temperature rise, Da is the
Damköhler number, c is the Arrhenius number and St is the Stanton
number.
The reference time tref is introduced in order to satisfy the units
of divergence, which are div J½ ½  ¼ s1	 
, and plays no important
role in further analysis. For convenience the value of tref is set to
1 s. In general the divergence is defined by:
div J½  ¼ f B; Da
tref
; c;
St
tref
 
ð4:11Þ
The function for the estimate of the divergence, E, therefore is a
function of the variables Datref ;B; c; and
St
tref
.
In the following analysis the effect of varying the reaction rate
constant k0, the enthalpy of reaction DHr , the heat transfer
coefficient U, initial reaction temperature TR;0, the reaction order
n, the activation energy Ea and initial concentration of reagent A,
A½ 0, are considered. In order to obtain a function for E, a first order
Taylor expansion of the logarithm of the divergence, ln div J½ ð Þ, is
carried out:
d ln div J½ ð Þ ¼ @ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln Bð Þ
 
Da
tref
; c; Sttref
d ln Bð Þ þ @ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln Datref
 
0
@
1
A
B; c; Sttref
d ln
Da
tref
 
þ @ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln cð Þ
 
B; Datref
; Sttref
d ln cð Þ þ @ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln Sttref
 
0
@
1
A
B; Datref
; c
d ln
St
tref
 
ð4:12Þ
The partial derivatives describe the influence of variables
Da
tref
;B; c; and Sttref on the gradient of div J½ . The function E is supposed
to correct the divergence value for stable processes, during which
the divergence is positive. As the process approaches instability,
function E should be equal to div J½ , therefore predicting the ther-
mal runaway correctly.
The partial derivative terms from Eq. (4.12) are calculated
whilst keeping the other respective variable values constant. The
terms are denoted by:
@ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln Bð Þ
 
Da
tref
; c; Sttref
¼ mB ð4:13Þ@ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln Datref
 
0
@
1
A
B; c; Sttref
¼ mDa ð4:14Þ
@ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln cð Þ
 
B; Datref
; Sttref
¼ mc ð4:15Þ
@ ln div J½ ð Þ
@ ln Sttref
 
0
@
1
A
B; Datref
; c
¼ mSt ð4:16Þ
With these new coefficients, Eq. (4.12) becomes:
d ln div J½ ð Þ ¼ mB d ln Bð Þ þmDa d ln Datref
 
þmcd ln cð Þ
þmSt d ln Sttref
 
ð4:17Þ
The differential of a logarithm is given by:
d ln yð Þ ¼ dy
y
¼ lim
Dyi!0
Dy ið Þ
y i1ð Þ
 y
ið Þ  y i1ð Þ
y i1ð Þ
ð4:18Þ
where the superscript i means evaluated at time step ‘i’. Therefore,
Eq. (4.17) can now be written as:
d ln div J½ ð Þ ¼ div J½ 
ið Þ  div J½  i1ð Þ
div J½  i1ð Þ
¼ mB B
ið Þ  B i1ð Þ
B i1ð Þ
þmDa Da
ið Þ  Da i1ð Þ
Da i1ð Þ
þmc c
ið Þ  c i1ð Þ
c i1ð Þ
þmSt St
ið Þ  St i1ð Þ
St i1ð Þ
ð4:19Þ
Since the equation for E ið Þ is the estimate of the divergence at the
boundary of stability, the difference equation of the divergence cri-
terion is used to obtain this estimate. Hence Eq. (4.19) is rearranged
to obtain div J½  ið Þ on the left-hand-side, which becomes the expres-
sion for E ið Þ. This rearrangement leads to the following equation:
E ið Þ ¼ div J½  i1ð Þ 1þmB B
ið Þ  B i1ð Þ
B i1ð Þ
þmDa Da
ið Þ  Da i1ð Þ
Da i1ð Þ
 
þmc c
ið Þ  c i1ð Þ
c i1ð Þ
þmSt St
ið Þ  St i1ð Þ
St i1ð Þ
!
ð4:20Þ
The stability criterion K can now be evaluated as the difference
of the actual divergence of the Jacobian and the correction function
at time step i:
K ið Þ ¼ div J½  ið Þ  E ið Þ  ð4:21Þ
Eq. (4.21) in completely written out format is given as:
K ið Þ ¼ div J½  ið Þ  div J½  i1ð Þ 1þmB B
ið Þ  B i1ð Þ
B i1ð Þ
þmDa Da
ið Þ  Da i1ð Þ
Da i1ð Þ
 
þmc c
ið Þ  c i1ð Þ
c i1ð Þ
þmSt St
ið Þ  St i1ð Þ
St i1ð Þ
! ð4:22Þ
The values of coefficients mB;mDa;mc, and mSt are evaluated in
the next section.
4.2. Derivation of coefficients
The coefficients mB;mDa;mc and mSt are evaluated as the gradi-
ents of the function ln div J½ ð Þ with respect to variables B; Da; c and
St where the system becomes unstable for processes P1—P15.
Fig. 6. Variation of the divergence with respect to B for processes P6—P10. The crosses indicate the points at the boundary of instability, and the dashed lines indicate the
gradient at these points.
Fig. 7. Variation of the divergence with respect to Da=tref for processes P6—P10. The crosses indicate the points at the boundary of instability, and the dashed lines indicate the
gradient at these points.
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while keeping the values of Datref ; c and
St
tref
constant, as shown in Eq.
(4.13). The gradients of ln div J½ ð Þ with respect to ln Bð Þ for pro-
cesses P6—P10 are shown in Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the gradients at the boundary of
instability are approximately parallel for processes P6—P10. A sim-
ilar result is obtained for processes P1—P5 and P11—P15 for the vari-
ation of ln div J½ ð Þ with ln Bð Þ.
The second coefficient mDa is evaluated at the boundary of sta-
bility while keeping the values of B; c and St=tref constant, as shown
in Eq. (4.14). The gradients of ln div J½ ð Þ with respect to ln Datref
 
for
processes P6—P10 are shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 7 it can be seen that the values of Da=tref , at which the
system becomes unstable, is different for each process. The gradi-
ents obtained at these points are still approximately parallel for
processes P6—P10. Similar results are obtained for processes
P1—P5 and P11—P15.The third coefficientmc is evaluated at the boundary of stability
while keeping the values of B; Da=tref and St=tref constant, as
shown in Eq. (4.15). The gradients of ln div J½ ð Þ with respect to
ln cð Þ for processes P6—P10 are shown in Fig. 8.
The values of c at which processes P6—P10 becomes unstable are
different for each process. Still, the gradients of ln div J½ ð Þ at these
points are parallel as can be seen in Fig. 8. The same conclusions
can be made about the results obtained for processes P1—P5 and
P11—P15.
The fourth coefficientmSt is evaluated at the boundary of stabil-
ity while keeping the values of B; c and Da=tref constant, as shown
in Eq. (4.16). The gradients of ln div J½ ð Þ with respect to ln Sttref
 
for
processes P6—P10 are shown in Fig. 9.
The gradients obtained at the point of instability for the variable
St=tref are again approximately parallel for processes P6—P10. As was
thecase for the calculationsof theprevious three coefficients there is
a good match formSt obtained for processes P1—P5 and P11—P15.
Fig. 8. Variation of the divergence with respect to c for processes P6—P10. The crosses indicate the points at the boundary of instability, and the dashed lines indicate the
gradient at these points.
Fig. 9. Variation of the divergence with respect to St=tref for processes P6—P10. The crosses indicate the points at the boundary of instability, and the dashed lines indicate the
gradient at these points.
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are very close to each other, hence making the assumption of using
a single value of m reasonable in order to characterise the beha-
viour of the batch reactor system at the boundary of stability.
The fact that the lines obtained for each variable give a very similar
gradient value is promising and gives a good foundation for the use
of the stability criterion K.
The coefficient values with their averages and deviations are
summarised in Table 7.
One source of the deviations for coefficientsmB; mDa,mc andmSt
is the determination of when a process becomes unstable, as there
is no clear definition of when a thermal runaway occurs.
Due to the variation of variables B; Da; c and St in a broad spec-
trum the coefficientsmB; mDa; mc andmSt are valid for the stability
function of exothermic batch processes with reaction kinetics
mainly dependent on a single component.Now the values of the coefficients in Eq. (4.22) can be
introduced:
K ið Þ ¼div J½  ið Þ  div J½  i1ð Þ 1þ1:28 B
ið Þ B i1ð Þ
B i1ð Þ
þ1:21Da
ið Þ Da i1ð Þ
Dai1
 
26:9 c
ið Þ c i1ð Þ
c i1ð Þ
0:187 St
ið Þ St i1ð Þ
St i1ð Þ
! ð4:23Þ
The profiles of K for all processes P1—P5 are plotted in Fig. 10.
It can be seen in Fig. 10 that the new stability criterion K gives a
much better prediction of the system stability than the divergence
on its own, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The values of K at the boundary
of stability for processes P1—P15 are given in Table 8.
The values for K obtained for processes P1–P15, as reported in
Table 8, are at the point of where each process is unstable. There-
fore a positive value of K indicates an unstable process is present.
Fig. 10. Stability criterion K profiles for Processes P1—P5.
Table 7
Values of coefficients for processes P1—P15. Averages and deviations are also given.
Process mB mc mDa mSt Process mB mc mDa mSt
P1 1:24 27:0 1:19 0:187 P10 1:33 26:0 1:19 0:180
P2 1:27 26:9 1:19 0:186 P11 1:26 27:3 1:20 0:189
P3 1:29 26:9 1:19 0:186 P12 1:26 27:2 1:20 0:191
P4 1:24 26:8 1:19 0:187 P13 1:26 27:2 1:20 0:187
P5 1:33 27:0 1:19 0:184 P14 1:26 27:2 1:20 0:188
P6 1:25 27:2 1:21 0:191 P15 1:26 27:2 1:20 0:188
P7 1:38 27:0 1:27 0:185
P8 1:30 26:6 1:20 0:184 Average 1:28 26:9 1:21 0:187
P9 1:32 26:0 1:19 0:182 Deviation 0:07 0:67 0:04 0:01
Table 8
Values of K at the boundary of stability for processes P1—P15.
Process K/108 ½s1 Process K/108 ½s1 Process K/108 ½s1
P1 0:90 P6 1:03 P11 4:51
P2 2:28 P7 3:07 P12 4:24
P3 2:20 P8 2:10 P13 1:98
P4 4:49 P9 1:07 P14 1:52
P5 6:56 P10 1:70 P15 1:49
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zero. Since criterion K depends on the linear estimate of the diver-
gence at the boundary of stability, given by E, the reliability of K
depends on how accurately the boundary of stability can be
determined.
The stability criterion K enables a clear description of the
change from a stable to an unstable condition of batch reactions,
since a sign change occurs when the process becomes unstable
(see Fig. 10). The difference between div J½  and K at the point of
instability does not seem to be significant at first sight
103 in comparison to 108
 
, but the value of criterion K
becomes positive when the system turns unstable, which is not
the case for the divergence criterion. When applied as a stability
criterion for MPC, as is shown in the next section, the implementa-
tion of div J½  and K leads to drastic differences in efficiency for
batch reactions.The application of criterion K therefore plays a key role in
embedding an online stability measure with MPC for batch reac-
tions. The implementation of function K and the divergence crite-
rion with MPC are shown in the following section.
5. MPC with integrated stability analysis
The analysis of stability of batch processes is incorporated into
the classical MPC flow sheet, which is shown in Fig. 11.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced control scheme,
in which an Optimal Control Problem is solved iteratively (Chuong
La et al., 2017; Mayne, 2014). The mathematical formulation for
MPC used in this work is given by (Charitopoulos and Dua, 2016;
Rawlings and Mayne, 2015):
min
qC ð Þ
U x tð Þ; qC tð Þð Þ ð5:1Þ
subject to the system described in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.7) and:
U ¼
Z tf
t0
TR tð Þ  Tsp tð Þ
 2dt ð5:2Þ
h x tð Þ; qC tð Þ; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð5:3Þ
K 6 0 ð5:4Þ
TR 6 Tchem ð5:5Þ
Fig. 11. Model Predictive Control scheme with integrated stability analysis.
Fig. 12. Diagram of Model Predictive Control horizons tcontrol and tprediction , which influence the performance of the algorithm.
Fig. 13. Temperature profiles for batch processes P1 and P2 with MPC and integrated stability measures.
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t0 6 t 6 tf ð5:7Þwhere h x tð Þ; qC tð Þ; tð Þ are the equations giving the physical
properties, the initial time and final time of the simulation are set
to t0 ¼ 0 s and tf ¼ 8500 s, respectively, and the chemical stability
Fig. 14. Temperature profiles for batch processes P3 and P4 with MPC and integrated stability measures.
Fig. 15. Conversion profiles for batch processes P1 and P2 with MPC and integrated stability measures.
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ensures that the process does not enter an unstable region.
The problem given in Eqs. (5.1)–(5.7) is solved using the SQP
optimisation (Nocedal and Wright, 2006) algorithm within fmincon
in MATLAB™. The implementation of the optimal control problem
solution with the nonlinear MPC framework was sequential. The
selection of the final time of simulation tf gives rise to a trade-
off: The final time of the MPC scheme has to be chosen long enough
to capture the thermal runaway, but short enough to not increase
detrimentally the computational cost.
The algorithm proceeds with a ‘‘moving horizon”: At time t the
optimal control action is evaluated for a control and prediction
horizon of tcontrol and tprediction, respectively. This scheme is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 12.
The control action found by the optimisation algorithm is
implemented only for the first step. After every iteration the algo-rithm is fed with new process data, which together with the
included process model lead to new predictions of the system
behaviour. According to the data and the process model, the opti-
misation is carried out to find the optimal control values.
In literature most Model Predictive Control schemes implement
a linearisation of the system present, with which a linear MPC
scheme can be used (Rawlings and Mayne, 2015). With such a
formulation the stability of the closed-loop system can be proven
theoretically by the use of Lyapunov functions (DeHaan and
Guay, 2010; Huang et al., 2012). If no Lyapunov function can be
found, end-point constraints are often employed for a very large
prediction horizon. For complex and highly nonlinear systems this
leads to higher computational cost as the system has to be simu-
lated for a larger time frame. The use of an online stability criterion
can reduce the time frame used by giving an indication of the
system stability at each point of the simulation.
Fig. 16. Conversion profiles for batch processes P3 and P4 with MPC and integrated stability measures.
Fig. 17. Temperature profiles for processes P5—P9 with MPC using stability criterion K.
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tcontrol ¼ 100 s with 5 equally long control steps, and a prediction
horizon of tprediction ¼ 20 s are used. During each control step the
value of the control variable is unchanged, which is equivalent to
a zero order hold element (Haber et al., 2011).
An increase in the efficiency of batch processes can be achieved
with MPC, as long as the process stays stable. In the following case
studies all processes, the parameters of which are given in Tables 4
and 5, are applied to Model Predictive Control. For the processes
simulated the effectiveness of using stability criterion K over using
the divergence criterion or keeping a constant temperature set-
point during the process is shown.
The temperature profiles of processes P1—P4 for MPC using the
stability criterion K, the divergence criterion div J½  and keeping a
constant temperature are shown in Figs. 13 and 14.The initial temperature of the processes in Figs. 13 and 14 is
close to the boundary of instability. It can be seen that batch pro-
cesses with MPC and integrated stability criterion K can lead to an
increase in temperature during the process. If instead criterion
div J½  is used the temperature is first decreased unnecessarily,
because the criterion detects an unstable process. If the tempera-
ture in the process is kept constant, which can be done by a PI con-
troller, the reaction will be slower. Hence a more efficient process
is obtained when implementing criterion K.
The conversion of reagent A for MPC using the stability criterion
K, the divergence criterion div J½  and keeping a constant tempera-
ture is shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
The conversion increases much faster for processes with MPC
including stability criterion K than for the processes with MPC
and the divergence criterion or for processes with a constant
Fig. 18. Temperature profiles for processes P10—P15 with MPC using stability criterion K.
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point temperature just below Tchem can be used. The MPC algorithm
keeps the system in the stable region by continuously satisfying
the constraint in Eq. (5.4), therefore avoiding thermal runaway
reactions.
From Figs. 13–16 it can be seen clearly that implementing the
divergence criterion in an MPC scheme results in an overly
conservative process. To show that the implementation of stability
criterion K results in a controlled, intensified batch process, an
MPC scheme using criterion K for all remaining processes is imple-
mented. The corresponding temperature profiles for processes
P5—P15 are shown in Figs. 17 and 18.
It can be seen from Figs. 17 and 18 that for each process the sys-
tem can be intensified, while keeping the process under control.
The additional constraint of a maximum chemical temperature to
avoid possible side reactions can be incorporated also into the
advanced control scheme, as is shown in the above case studies.
For an efficient application of MPC with an integrated stability
criterion K into process control the time required for the calcula-
tions is crucial. On average the evaluation of the control action
for the next iteration step required approximately 20 s, which is
currently too slow for implementation. With the use of more effi-
cient solvers and tuning of the control and prediction horizons, a
faster implementation for MPC can be achieved.6. Conclusions
A batch reaction model was introduced with PI control, for
which several simulations were carried out. The systems, initially
stable, were made unstable by increasing the temperature set
point. The performance of the divergence criterion commonly
found in literature (Strozzi and Zaldívar, 1994) was tested and it
was found that this criterion gives no clear indication of when a
system turns unstable.
The new stability criterion K was introduced, which is based on
the definition of the divergence criterion. The derivation is based
on a linear approximation of the divergence for the batch reaction
system. The stability coefficients obtained from the linearisation
are evaluated and applied to the same simulations. It was found that
a clear indication of when the system turns unstable is present.Model Predictive Control (MPC) was introduced and the sta-
bility criterion K was integrated into the MPC scheme. This con-
trol algorithm was compared to an MPC scheme including the
divergence criterion. It was found that the resulting control pro-
files including the criterion K showed much better performance
than the systems including the divergence criterion. It was fur-
ther shown that if the divergence criterion is used the process
becomes very inefficient, as the divergence criterion gives a very
conservative estimate of the system stability. If no temperature
increase is present during the batch reaction, the process is
stable, but not as efficient as with the embedding of criterion
K. Hence the implementation of criterion K improves the batch
reaction system.
This work has presented a totally new way of stabilising ther-
mal runaway systems with an online MPC algorithm. The benefits
demonstrated by the case studies presented demonstrate the ben-
efits over traditional control approaches, as well as the enhanced
ability to intensify the underlying processes so as to achieve
greater productivity.
The contribution of this work is to pave the way for more suit-
ably tailored criteria incorporating stability into online control
algorithms that enhance safety and performance of processes that
can become unstable with detrimental effects and lead to eco-
nomic loss. Future work will focus on implementing stability crite-
rion K to more complex reaction kinetics of batch and semi-batch
reactors. More advanced Model Predictive Control schemes will be
implemented to speed up the time required for each iteration.
The new stability criterion uses second order derivatives, as
opposed to the original divergence criterion which uses first order
derivatives, hence making criterion K computationally more
expensive. Nonetheless it is important not to miss the point put
forward in this work: the original divergence criterion in and of
itself is often proven to be either too conservative or unreliable
for batch processes. As such, the extra cost and effort for the com-
putations required make criterion K seem to be worth the effort.
The computational cost, as well as accuracy, of using numerical
differentiation with the divergence criterion and stability criterion
K will hence be analysed in future work.
The effect of uncertainty in process parameters and model-
plant-mismatch on the reliability of stability criterion K have to
be considered for future case studies. The robustness of stability
W. Kähm, V.S. Vassiliadis / Chemical Engineering Science 188 (2018) 192–207 207criteria for online applications is of major importance and hence
needs consideration in future work.
This will enable the stability criterion K to be used in control
schemes for industry.
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